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Presence of autoantibodies in
“seronegative” rheumatoid arthritis
associates with classical risk factors and
high disease activity
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Abstract

Background: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is classified as seropositive or seronegative, depending on the presence/
absence of rheumatoid factor (RF), primarily IgM RF, and/or anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA), commonly
detected using anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP) assays. Known risk factors associate with the more severe
seropositive form of RA; less is known about seronegative RA. Here, we examine risk factors and clinical phenotypes
in relation to presence of autoantibodies in the RA subset that is traditionally defined as seronegative.

Methods: Anti-CCP2 IgG, 19 ACPA fine-specificities, IgM/IgG/IgA RF, anti-carbamylated-protein (CarP) antibodies,
and 17 other autoantibodies, were analysed in 2755 RA patients and 370 controls. Antibody prevalence, levels, and
co-occurrence were examined, and associations with risk factors and disease activity during 5 years were
investigated for different antibody-defined RA subsets.

Results: Autoantibodies were detected in a substantial proportion of the traditionally defined seronegative RA subset,
with ACPA fine-specificities found in 30%, IgA/IgG RF in 9.4%, and anti-CarP antibodies in 16%, with a 9.6% co-occurrence
of at least two types of RA-associated autoantibodies. HLA-DRB1 shared epitope (SE) associated with the presence of
ACPA in anti-CCP2-negative RA; in anti-CCP2-positive RA, the SE association was defined by six ACPA fine-specificities
with high co-occurrence. Smoking associated with RF, but not with ACPA, in anti-CCP2-negative RA. Presence of ACPA
and RF, but not anti-CarP antibodies, in conventionally defined “seronegative” RA, associated with worse clinical outcome.

Conclusions: “Seronegative” RA is not truly a seronegative disease subset. Additional screening for ACPA fine-specificities
and IgA/IgG RF defines a group of patients that resembles seropositive patients with respect to risk factors and clinical
picture and may contribute to earlier diagnosis for a subset of anti-CCP2−/IgM RF− patients with a high need for active
treatment.
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Introduction
Presence of anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA)
is a hallmark of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and together
with rheumatoid factor (RF), part of the 2010 American
College of Rheumatology (ACR)/European League
Against Rheumatism (EULAR) classification criteria [1].
Patients positive for ACPA and/or RF may be referred to
as “seropositive” and make up approximately two thirds
of the RA population. Seropositive and seronegative RA
seem to have disparate mechanisms in predisposition,
since HLA-DRB1 shared epitope (SE) alleles, as well as a
number of other genes, associate primarily with ACPA-
positive RA [2, 3], while other genes have been linked to
ACPA-negative disease [4], suggesting that these subsets
are partly separate disease entities.
While typically considered having a less inflammatory

and less destructive form of RA [5], seronegative patients
require more clinical symptoms to be classified as having
RA according to the 2010 ACR/EULAR criteria [1],
compared to seropositive patients, and may conse-
quently be diagnosed later [6]. Since all patients benefit
from early treatment, early diagnosis is critical also for
seronegative patients [7–9]. A major obstacle to this is
the lack of biomarkers.
ACPA status is commonly determined using assays

based on cyclic citrullinated peptides (CCP), such as the
“second generation” CCP2 test. However, these tests
utilise synthetic peptides as surrogate markers for
in vivo citrullinated antigens, while recent years have
seen a number of studies describing ACPA targets on
defined proteins (e.g. citrullinated fibrinogen [10],
vimentin [11], collagen type II (CII) [12], α-enolase [13],
histones [14], and tenascin C [15]). Since the CCP2 test
does not capture all ACPA, multiplex assays capable of
detecting multiple ACPA fine-specificities simultan-
eously may be useful, as more patients could potentially
be categorised as ACPA-positive/seropositive [14, 16–
19]. Using such a multiplex citrullinated peptide array,
we have recently shown that 16% of anti-CCP2-negative
RA patients were in fact ACPA-positive [19].
The other major autoantibody in RA, RF, is most often

defined as IgM directed against the constant region of
IgG, although other RF isotypes (mainly IgG and IgA)
are also present in subsets of patients, but generally not
screened for in the clinic [20]. More recently, antibodies
to carbamylated proteins (anti-CarP antibodies) have
been described in RA [21], and additional autoanti-
bodies, including anti-nuclear antibodies, which are

primarily linked to other rheumatic/autoimmune condi-
tions, have also been detected in subsets of RA [22].
In this study, we have used the Swedish population-

based RA case-control study EIRA (Epidemiological In-
vestigation of RA) as a basis for the analysis of autoanti-
bodies present in the RA subset conventionally defined
as seronegative, and we have investigated whether the
presence of such antibodies associates with classical RA
risk factors and have predictive value for disease activity.

Patients and methods
Study population
This study includes newly diagnosed RA based on the
1987 revised ACR criteria [23] and age-, sex-, and resi-
dential area-matched controls from the Swedish
population-based EIRA cohort [24]. Information on
smoking was collected via self-reported questionnaire at
baseline; individuals were categorised as “ever smokers”
(including current and former smokers) or “never
smokers”. Patients and controls donated blood at inclu-
sion and were genotyped for HLA-DRB1 alleles and
PTPN22 (rs2476601) polymorphism as previously de-
scribed [25, 26]. HLA-DRB1*01 (except DRB1*0103),
*04, and *10 were classified as SE. Data on smoking and
genetics were available for 2198 RA patients and 2797
controls. Baseline disease activity score for 28 joints
(DAS28) and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels (mg/L)
were captured on 1986 and 2096 RA patients, respect-
ively, by linking EIRA with the Swedish Rheumatology
Quality register [27]. Five-year clinical follow-up data
(DAS28-CRP) was analysed in 1086 RA patients.
This study has been performed in compliance with the

Declaration of Helsinki, with informed consent obtained
from all participants, and ethical approval granted at the
Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm.

Antibody detection: multiplex microarray and ELISA
High-throughput IgG screening was performed on sera
from 2755 RA cases and 370 controls using a custom-
made microarray chip (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Immu-
noDiagnostics), as previously described [18]. Antigens
included 19 citrullinated peptides (and arginine-
containing equivalents) from filaggrin, fibrinogen,
vimentin, α-enolase, collagen type II (CII), and heteroge-
neous nuclear ribonucleoprotein-A3 (hnRNP-A3), and
17 non-citrullinated antigens reported as autoantibody
targets in other rheumatic/autoimmune disorders (Add-
itional files 1 and 2). Cutoff (for each antibody) was set
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based on reactivity among controls and correspond to
the highest 98th percentile found in 20 randomly se-
lected subsets comprising 80% of the control population.
Anti-CCP2 IgG was measured using Immunoscan

CCPlus® ELISA (Euro-Diagnostica AB, Malmö, Sweden),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with a cut-
off of 25 U/mL. IgM, IgG, and IgA RF were analysed
using EliA™ immunoassay on Phadia 2500 (Phadia AB,
Uppsala, Sweden), using cutoff values as stated in the
manufacturer’s instructions. Anti-carbamylated fibrino-
gen antibodies were measured in a subset of patients
(n = 1944), as previously reported [28], with cutoff set at
the 98th percentile among 316 EIRA controls.

Statistical methods
Differences in antibody levels/prevalence and DAS28-
CRP were analysed by Mann-Whitney U test. Co-
occurrence of ACPA and comparison of correlation co-
efficients between different ACPA fine-specificities in
anti-CCP2-positive and anti-CCP2-negative RA were
calculated using Pearson’s correlation (Rv.3.3.3), among
patients that were positive for at least one ACPA fine-
specificity. Associations between RA subsets and risk
factors were determined by unconditional logistic regres-
sion and presented as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI) (SAS 9.4). Analyses were adjusted

for age, sex, and residential area, and PTPN22, smoking,
and SE when appropriate.

Results
Comparison of ACPA fine-specificities in anti-CCP2-
positive and anti-CCP2-negative RA
EIRA cases were first divided based on anti-CCP2 IgG
status, and anti-CCP2-positive patients were younger,
more frequently smokers, and carriers of HLA-DRB1 SE
and PTPN22 rs2476601, while there were no differences
with regard to baseline DAS28, CRP, or the female-to-
male ratio, as compared to anti-CCP2-negative patients
(Additional file 3).
As we have recently shown, using the multiplex citrul-

linated peptide array, ACPA fine-specificities can be de-
tected in a substantial proportion (16%) of the anti-
CCP2-negative EIRA RA population [19], also in line
with previous data [16, 17]. In this extended analysis, we
show that the pattern of citrulline-reactivity is similar
for anti-CCP2-negative and anti-CCP2-positive RA, al-
beit with lower prevalence, levels, and co-occurrence of
ACPA fine-specificities. Eleven out of 19 ACPA fine-
specificities were detected in anti-CCP2-negative RA, in
frequencies significantly above controls, while all 19
ACPA were detected in anti-CCP2-positive RA (Table 1).
The citrullinated fibrinogen-derived peptide Cit-Fibß60–

Table 1 ACPA fine-specificities in anti-CCP2+ and anti-CCP- RA and controls

ACPA fine-
specificities

Antibody frequencies (%) Antibody levels (median)a

CCP2+ CCP2− Controls p valueb CCP2+ CCP2− p valuec

Cit-Fibß60–74 80.6 9.5 0.8 < 0.0001 195.3 27.1 < 0.0001

Cit-peptide-5 75.4 8.6 1.1 < 0.0001 81.4 27.2 < 0.0001

Cit-peptide-Z1 69.3 5.1 0.5 0.0001 167.4 38.6 < 0.0001

Cit-Fibß36–52 65.6 5.0 1.4 0.003 605.0 186.4 < 0.0001

Cit-Vim60–75 63.5 2.9 1.1 0.049 641.6 321.9 0.009

CEP-1 60.9 4.4 1.1 0.003 678.2 316.1 < 0.0001

cfc1-cyc (CCP1) 59.9 3.8 1.1 0.009 514.7 166.0 < 0.0001

Cit-Fibα563–583 57.6 2.5 1.1 0.10 444.8 144.0 0.002

Cit-peptide-Z2 49.5 2.9 0.3 0.003 150.9 58.6 0.002

Cit-peptide-1 45.0 4.7 1.9 0.02 72.7 29.2 < 0.0001

Cit-Fibα621–635 42.9 4.6 1.4 0.005 384.0 123.0 < 0.0001

Cit-peptide-Bla26 39.9 4.4 1.4 0.006 80.3 48.7 0.003

Cit-Vim2–17 40.3 2.6 1.4 0.16 75.9 72.8 0.712

Cit-F4(Cit-Cit) 36.1 3.4 1.6 0.08 84.9 60.6 0.032

Cit-F4(R-Cit) 29.9 2.1 1.4 0.36 86.4 80.6 0.366

Cit-Fibα580–600 24.2 2.8 1.4 0.11 264.2 197.2 0.024

Cit-Fibα36–50 17.6 4.0 1.9 0.053 422.9 265.5 < 0.0001

Cit-C1 10.8 1.9 1.4 0.48 69.3 87.9 0.383

Cit-F4(Cit-R) 6.2 1.8 1.1 0.34 403.0 306.5 0.382
aMedian antibody levels are shown for ACPA+ patients only. P values indicate differences between banti-CCP2− RA and controls or between canti-CCP2+ and
anti-CCP2− RA
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74 was the most commonly detected fine-specificity in
both subsets, followed by Cit-peptide-5 and Cit-peptide-
Z1 derived from citrullinated hnRNP-A3 and Cit-
Fibß36–52 from fibrinogen. ACPA levels among ACPA
fine-specificity positive individuals were higher in anti-
CCP2-positive RA, compared to anti-CCP2-negative RA
(Table 1), and in anti-CCP2-negative RA, compared to
controls (Additional file 4). Co-occurrence of different
ACPA fine-specificities showed a similar correlation pro-
file for anti-CCP2-positive and anti-CCP2-negative sub-
sets (r2 = 0.65, p = 5.4e−22), with high correlation
between most ACPA, but an independent expression
pattern for some (e.g. Cit-Fibα36–50, Cit-Peptide-1, Cit-
F4Cit-R, and Cit-C1) (Fig. 1a, b). Co-occurrence of mul-
tiple ACPA was rare among controls; the majority
(84.1%) had only one ACPA fine-specificity, and none of
the controls had more than three. The number of citrul-
linated peptides recognised by control sera was signifi-
cantly lower than that of anti-CCP2-negative RA sera,
where 15% were positive for more than three ACPA,

and 32.7% were positive for two or three fine-
specificities (Fig. 1c, d).

Presence of RF in anti-CCP2-positive and anti-CCP2-
negative RA
In the present study, we have also analysed RF isotypes
IgM, IgG, and IgA in EIRA, and all RF isotypes were de-
tected in the anti-CCP2-negative subset, with IgM RF
present in 23.8%, IgG RF in 17.4%, and IgA RF in 10.6%
(Fig. 2a). Higher frequencies were detected in anti-
CCP2-positive RA: 89.6% (IgM RF), 75% (IgG RF), and
56.8% (IgA RF). IgM RF levels were higher in anti-
CCP2-positive, compared to anti-CCP2-negative pa-
tients, while no differences were observed for IgG and
IgA RF levels (Fig. 2b). Co-occurrence of at least two RF
isotypes was 47% among RF+/anti-CCP2− patients, and
all three isotypes were present in 25%; the corresponding
figures for RF+/anti-CCP2+ patients were 83% and 53%,
respectively (Fig. 2c). Co-occurrence of RF isotypes was
rare among RF-positive controls, and RF levels were sig-
nificantly lower than in patients.

Fig. 1 Co-occurrence of ACPA fine-specificities. a, b Correlation plots illustrating co-occurrence of different ACPA fine-specificities, in anti-CCP2-
positive and anti-CCP2-negative RA. Correlation (Pearson r2) between binary antibody expression vectors, among patients that were positive for at
least one ACPA fine-specificity, are shown; plotted using corrplot (v.0.77). The degree of correlation is illustrated in colours, according to Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (scale shown on the right). c, d The number of ACPA fine-specificities in anti-CCP2-negative RA and controls. The frequency
(%) of anti-CCP2-negative RA patients and controls with 1, 2–3, 4–10, or > 10 ACPA fine-specificities, and the number of ACPA per individual
patient/control, are shown. Only ACPA-positive individuals with higher reactivity against citrulline compared to arginine-containing peptides were
included in the analysis
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Presence of other autoantibodies in anti-CCP2-positive
and anti-CCP2-negative RA
In addition to ACPA fine-specificities and RF isotypes,
we have screened for the presence of 17 autoantibodies
primarily associated with other autoimmune rheumatic
diseases. In general, these other autoantibodies were
present at low frequencies in EIRA, with small differ-
ences between anti-CCP2-positive and anti-CCP2-
negative patients (Additional file 5). Six out of 17 (Ro60/
SSA, Ro52/SSA, PMScl100, La/SSB, U1-RNP-C, and
CENPB) were detected at significantly higher frequencies
in RA compared to controls, with antibodies against

Ro60/SSA and Ro52/SSA as the most common, both
with a frequency of 5.3% in anti-CCP2-negative RA and
4.8% and 3.4%, respectively, in anti-CCP2-positive RA.

Narrowing the “serological gap”
When combining ACPA, RF, and other autoantibodies,
we detect autoantibodies in 59.8% of the anti-CCP2-
negative RA population, with ACPA fine-specificities
found in 34.5%, RF isotypes in 30.1%, and other auto-
antibodies in 30.3%. Notably, considering the high num-
ber of autoantibodies investigated (n = 39), each with an
individual cutoff set between the 95th and 98th

Fig. 2 Autoantibody data in anti-CCP2-positive RA, anti-CCP2-negative RA, and controls. a Prevalence of IgM, IgG, and IgA RF. b Median IgM, IgG,
and IgA RF levels among RF-positive individuals; asterisks (*) indicate significantly lower IgM, IgG, and IgA RF levels in controls compared to RA
patients (p < 0.0001 for all). c Co-occurrence of different RF isotypes among RF-positive individuals, in anti-CCP2-positive RA (n = 1655/1766), anti-
CCP2-negative RA (n = 298/989), and controls (n = 39/370). d Prevalence of different autoantibody groups (ACPA, RF, and other autoantibodies).
e Co-occurrence of different autoantibody groups among autoantibody-positive individuals, in anti-CCP2-positive RA (n = 1753/1766), anti-CCP2-
negative RA (n = 591/989), and controls (n = 137/370)
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percentile, autoantibodies were also detected in 37% of
the control population, with ACPA in 15.8%, RF in
10.5%, and other autoantibodies in 19%. Importantly, co-
occurrence of ACPA and RF was 15.7% in anti-CCP2-
negative RA, compared to only 2.7% in controls. For an
illustration of the distribution of ACPA, RF, and other
autoantibodies in anti-CCP2-positive RA, anti-CCP2-
negative RA, and controls, see Fig. 2d and e.

Autoantibodies in relation to RA risk factors
Classical RA risk factors HLA-DRB1 SE, PTPN22 poly-
morphism, and cigarette smoking are known to associate
with the anti-CCP2-positive subset of RA [26, 29]. In
addition, we and others have shown associations between
SE and the presence of ACPA in anti-CCP2-negative RA.
Here we can confirm an association between SE and
ACPA+/anti-CCP2− RA, while there was no significant as-
sociation between SE and the presence of RF or other auto-
antibodies in anti-CCP2-negative RA (Table 2). Smoking,
on the other hand, did not associate with ACPA, or other
autoantibodies, but showed a significant association with
RF in anti-CCP2-negative RA. PTPN22 polymorphism as-
sociated significantly with all anti-CCP2-negative RA sub-
sets, irrespective of autoantibody status (Additional file 6).
Based on these data, we proceeded to investigate associ-

ations between SE and individual ACPA fine-specificities
further, as well as associations between smoking and dif-
ferent RF isotypes, in both anti-CCP2-positive and anti-
CCP2-negative RA subsets.

In anti-CCP2-positive RA, SE associated with all individ-
ual ACPA fine-specificities, in line with what we have pre-
viously shown in RA [19]. In our extended analysis, we
found that the SE association was significantly stronger in
the presence of ACPA reactive with Cit-Fibβ60–74, Cit-
peptide-5, Cit-peptide-Z1, Cit-Vim60–75, CEP-1, and Cit-
Vim2–17, than in the absence of these six ACPA fine-
specificities (Additional file 7); two of these ACPA fine-
specificities (Cit-Fibβ60–74 and Cit-Vim60–75) also showed
significant associations with SE in anti-CCP2-negative RA.
The association with smoking was significantly stron-

ger in the presence of IgG and IgA RF in anti-CCP2-
positive RA and in the presence of IgM and IgA RF in
anti-CCP2-negative RA, than in the absence of these RF
isotypes (Additional file 8). Moreover, in a sub-analysis,
comparing never, current, and former smokers in the
whole RA population, we observed significantly higher
RF levels (all isotypes) and anti-CCP2 IgG levels in
current and former smokers, compared to never
smokers (p < 0.0001) (Additional file 9). However, when
comparing current to former smokers, only RF levels (all
isotypes) were significantly elevated (p < 0.0001 for IgM
and IgA RF; p = 0.0003 for IgG RF), while anti-CCP2
IgG levels (p = 0.1532) and ACPA fine-specificity levels
(data not shown) did not differ significantly.

Presence of RA-associated autoantibodies in
“seronegative” RA
In a subset of EIRA (n = 1944), we have previously inves-
tigated the presence of anti-CarP antibodies, which we

Table 2 Associations between autoantibodies and risk factors, in anti-CCP2− RA

Subgroup Exposure

SE− SE+ OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI)b

Controls 1341 1456 1.0 (ref) 1.0 (ref)

ACPA− 246 265 0.99 (0.82–1.2) 1.00 (0.83–1.21)

ACPA+ 126 176 1.29 (1.01–1.64) 1.30 (1.02–1.65)

RF− 258 293 1.04 (0.87–1.26) 1.05 (0.88–1.27)

RF+ 114 148 1.20 (0.93–1.55) 1.21 (0.94–1.57)

Other Ab− 242 316 1.20 (1.00–1.45) 1.22 (1.01–1.46)

Other Ab+ 130 125 0.88 (0.68–1.14) 0.89 (0.69–1.15)

Never smoker Ever smoker OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI)c

Controls 1208 1589 1.0 (ref) 1.0 (ref)

ACPA− 184 327 1.35 (1.11–1.64) 1.34 (1.10–1.63)

ACPA+ 121 181 1.16 (0.91–1.48) 1.15 (0.90–1.47)

RF− 221 330 1.13 (0.94–1.36) 1.13 (0.93–1.36)

RF+ 84 178 1.65 (1.26–2.16) 1.63 (1.24–2.14)

other Ab- 203 355 1.33 (1.10–1.60) 1.32 (1.09–1.59)

other Ab+ 102 153 1.16 (0.89–1.51) 1.16 (0.89–1.51)

Odds ratios were adjusted for aage, sex, and residential area, bPTPN22 and smoking, or cSE and PTPN22. ACPA = any ACPA fine-specificity; RF = IgM and/or IgG
and/or IgA RF; other Ab = any other autoantibody
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detected in 43% of RA patients [28]. Now we focused
the analysis on the traditionally defined “seronegative”
subset of EIRA, i.e. anti-CCP2 IgG−/IgM RF− patients
(n = 534), and found anti-CarP antibodies in 15.9%,
ACPA fine-specificities in 29.8%, and IgA and/or IgG RF
in 9.4%, with a co-occurrence of at least two types of
RA-associated autoantibodies in 9.6% (Table 3). When
combining ACPA, RF, and anti-CarP antibodies, 43.6%
of the “seronegative” RA patients were in fact
“seropositive”.

RA-associated autoantibodies in relation to disease
course in “seronegative” RA
We then investigated the impact of RA-associated auto-
antibodies on disease course in “seronegative” RA during
a 5-year follow-up period. Compared to patients that
were negative for all investigated RA-associated auto-
antibodies, the presence of ACPA fine-specificities and/
or IgG/IgA RF and/or anti-CarP antibodies (in the anti-
CCP2−/IgM RF− subset) associated with higher DAS28
during follow-up (Table 4). This observation seemed to
be dependent on the presence of ACPA and RF, but not
anti-CarP antibodies. Significantly higher DAS28 scores
were recorded in the ACPA+/anti-CCP2−/IgM RF− sub-
set (median DAS28: 3.66 versus 1.96, p = 0.002) and in
the IgA/IgG RF+/anti-CCP2−/IgM RF− subset (median
DAS28: 3.17 versus 1.96, p = 0.03) at 48 months. Highest
DAS28 was found in the ACPA+/anti-CarP−/anti-CCP2
−/IgM RF− subset (median DAS28: 3.23 versus 2.14, p =
0.03 at 36 months, and 3.69 versus 1.96, p = 0.007, at 48
months). Notably, DAS28 was as high (or even higher)
in this subset as in the traditionally defined seropositive
subset (i.e. anti-CCP2+ and/or IgM RF+). Lowest DAS28
scores during follow-up were noted in ACPA−/anti-
CarP+/anti-CCP2−/IgM RF− patients.

Discussion
We find autoantibodies in “seronegative” RA, at signifi-
cantly higher frequencies, levels, and co-occurrence

compared to controls, and with a similar pattern of re-
activity as in traditionally defined seropositive RA, albeit
with a narrower serology in regards to RA-associated
autoantibodies. Our data are thus in line with previous
studies demonstrating the presence of ACPA in anti-
CCP2-negative RA [16, 17, 19] and a recent report, de-
tecting IgA RF and anti-CCP2 IgA in 5.2% of “seronega-
tive” RA [30]. A novel finding in our study is that the
extended ACPA/RF serology defines a group of RA pa-
tients with a more severe prognosis, and since additional
screening of ACPA fine-specificities and IgA/IgG RF was
able to identify 35% of the patients in the conventionally
defined seronegative RA subset, our data suggest that
the use of such extended serology may be clinically
useful.
While the presence of ACPA fine-specificities and RF

in “seronegative” RA associated with higher disease ac-
tivity during follow-up, the presence of anti-CarP anti-
bodies associated with lower disease activity in our
study. This observation is somewhat contradictory to
what has been reported previously, where presence of
anti-CarP antibodies was shown to associate with higher
disease activity and worse clinical outcome [21, 31, 32].
However, the other studies have either only analysed
baseline DAS28, and at baseline, we also found a non-
significant trend with higher disease activity in the anti-
CarP-positive group, or the other studies have analysed
radiological progression over time, while we have ana-
lysed DAS28 over time, with no access to radiological
data. Moreover, the other studies did not investigate
presence of ACPA fine-specificities. Based on our data,
nearly 40% of anti-CarP-positive patients within the
“seronegative” RA population would also be ACPA-
positive. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the ob-
served joint destruction in the other studies is primarily
associated with ACPA, rather than anti-CarP antibodies.
In accordance with data published by Wagner et al.

[17], as well as our recent report [19], we found an asso-
ciation of SE with the presence of ACPA in anti-CCP2-
negative RA, suggesting that these patients belong to the
same disease entity as anti-CCP2-positive patients. A
more detailed analysis of the ACPA fine-specificity re-
sponse showed that SE associates primarily with some
ACPA fine-specificities, not all. These ACPA fine-
specificities co-occurred to a large extent, which could
possibly indicate cross-reactivity rather than co-
occurrence, something that has been shown on a mono-
clonal level for different ACPA [33–35]. Other ACPA
did not co-occur to the same extent, which may suggest
different triggering mechanisms for different ACPA fine-
specificities. This, we have recently explored in a separ-
ate study, demonstrating unique genetic characteristics
for different ACPA fine-specificities [36]. We did not
find an association between HLA-DRB1 SE and RF in

Table 3 RA-associated autoantibodies in “seronegative” RA

Antibody statusa n %

ACPA+/RF+/anti-CarP+ 10 1.9

ACPA+/RF+/anti-CarP− 12 2.3

ACPA+/RF−/anti-CarP+ 22 4.1

ACPA+/RF−/anti-CarP− 115 21.5

ACPA−/RF+/anti-CarP+ 7 1.3

ACPA−/RF+/anti-CarP− 21 3.9

ACPA−/RF−/anti-CarP+ 46 8.6

ACPA−/RF−/anti-CarP− 301 56.4
aAntibody status was evaluated in 534 anti-CCP2 IgG−/IgM RF− EIRA patients.
ACPA = any ACPA fine-specificity, RF = IgA and/or IgG RF, anti-CarP = anti-
carbamylated fibrinogen antibodies
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anti-CCP2-negative RA, supporting data generated from
single-cell RNA sequencing of RF-positive and ACPA-
positive B cells, which suggest a T cell-dependent affinity
maturation for the generation of ACPA, but innate im-
mune pathways for the generation of RF [37].
We could not detect an association between smok-

ing and presence of ACPA in anti-CCP2-negative RA,
but a significant association with RF, in particular IgA
RF. We also observed significantly elevated RF (but
not anti-CCP2 IgG) levels in current smokers com-
pared to former smokers. These data are thus in line
with recent reports, demonstrating a lack of associ-
ation between ACPA and smoking in RF-negative RA
[38] and that the association between smoking and
RA-associated antibodies is likely dependent on RF/
RF levels [39]. The association between smoking and
IgA RF is well known [40, 41] and points to the puta-
tive role of mucosal inflammation in the generation
of IgA RF. Notably, RF has been reported in healthy
smokers [41, 42].
Contrary to ACPA and RF, the other autoantibodies—

not primarily associated with RA—were low in fre-
quency, equally distributed among anti-CCP2-positive
and anti-CCP2-negative RA patients, and showed no as-
sociations with genetic and environmental risk factors.
Most common were anti-R060/SSA and anti-Ro52/SSA
antibodies, each with a frequency of around 5%, similar
to previous reports [43]. Their presence may indicate
clinical features associated with other systemic inflam-
matory diseases, in addition to classical RA symptoms.

Although the PTPN22 polymorphism (rs2476601) was
more frequent among anti-CCP2-positive patients com-
pared to anti-CCP2-negative, we found a significant as-
sociation with both subsets, similar to previous reports
[44, 45]. Presence/absence of ACPA fine-specificities,
RF, and other autoantibodies did not affect this positive
association. PTPN22 polymorphism has been described
as a risk factor for several autoimmune diseases [46],
and healthy carriers have been reported to have more
autoreactive B cells compared to non-carriers [47].
Hence, the association of PTPN22 with autoantibody-
negative RA was a bit surprising and potentially suggests
the presence of yet other autoimmune reactions.
Our study is by no means complete when it comes to

the analysis of RA-associated autoantibodies. We did not
investigate the presence of anti-CCP2 IgA [48] nor did
we analyse presence of ACPA using other commercial
clinical tests, like the CCP3/CCP3.1 assays or the mu-
tated citrullinated vimentin (MCV) assay. The antibody
response against human PAD enzymes [49] and acety-
lated proteins [50] was not investigated either, and anti-
CarP antibodies were analysed using carbamylated fi-
brinogen as an antigen [28], while other studies have
used carbamylated foetal calf serum [21, 39].
Another point to be considered is the loss of specificity

when analysing multiple autoantibody reactivities.
Hence, for a diagnostic setting, highly specific cutoff
values should be strictly applied to each individual anti-
body and be based not only on population controls but
on disease controls with other rheumatic and

Table 4 Disease activity during 5-years follow-up, in relation to autoantibody status

RA subseta 0 m 3m 6m 12m 24m 36m 48m 60m

Seronegative DAS28 5.10 3.49 3.25 2.72 2.33 2.14 1.96 2.2.11

n 163 138 139 154 148 73 47 103

Ab+ DAS28 5.37 3.59 3.34 2.80 2.68 2.63 2.97 2.02

n 123 110 107 119 104 56 35 62

ACPA+ DAS28 5.34 3.63 3.41 2.94 2.71 2.99 3.66 2.20

n 87 77 79 84 75 40 21 41

RF+ DAS28 5.50 3.67 3.49 2.49 2.27 2.61 3.17 1.88

n 27 23 23 26 24 13 8 12

Carb+ DAS18 5.50 3.30 3.35 2.77 2.66 2.13 2.20 1.78

n 43 38 33 40 33 16 14 24

ACPA+/Carb− DAS28 5.15 3.66 3.44 3.01 2.76 3.23 3.69 2.37

n 68 61 64 67 60 33 16 32

ACPA−/Carb+ DAS28 5.57 3.14 3.30 2.75 2.74 1.89 1.91 1.71

n 24 22 18 23 18 9 9 15

Seropositive DAS28 5.08 3.67 3.25 3.02 2.71 2.94 2.87 2.75

n 747 650 595 719 685 444 315 522
aAll RA subsets (with the exception of seropositive RA) are anti-CCP2 IgG−/IgM RF−; Ab+ = ACPA+, and/or IgA RF+, and/or IgG RF+, and/or anti-CarP+;
seropositive = anti-CCP2 IgG+ and/or IgM RF+. Median DAS28-CRP values are shown for each RA subset (significantly higher DAS28-CRP compared to seronegative
RA in bold). N = number of patients in each subset at each time point. 0 m = baseline; 3–60m = 3months to 60 months follow-up period
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autoimmune conditions. Still, our data suggest that the
number of ACPA fine-specificities, as well as co-
occurrence of ACPA and IgA/IgG RF, could be useful
diagnostic markers.

Conclusion
Our study confirms that seronegative RA, defined only
from the presence of anti-CCP2 IgG and IgM RF, is not
truly a seronegative disease subset. Presence of ACPA
and RF in the conventionally defined seronegative RA
population defines a group of patients that resemble
seropositive patients with respect to risk factors and
clinical picture. Thus, our data suggest that extended
ACPA and RF serology could be clinically useful in order
to capture patients early in the disease process and to
identify a subset with a high need for active treatment.
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